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Net-bar Campaign 1.新闻媒体披露，徐州某中学1000多名学生

签名，庄严承诺“远离网吧” 2.分析“远离网吧”运动的原

因 3.作出对比的评论 Away from Net-bar Campaign It has been

reported that a middle school in Xuzhou City has recently launched

a campaign named “Away from Net-bar”. More than a thousand

students have signed for their solemn promise that they will not

spend a single minute in the net-bars. With the nearing of the

summer vacation, this campaign is especially meaningful for the

healthy development of the minors. The internet has brought people

great convenience in getting information, entertainment and contact

with others, and it has also benefited some businessmen, especially

the owner of net-bars. While it is true that most net-bars are running

legally, it is also true that some are offering unhealthy programs that

involve violence and sex content. Since most middle school students

are prone to be influenced and they can hardly tell which bars are

doing well and which ones are not, it is only advisable that they stay

away from all. Besides , staying away from net-bars also does good to

students’ physical health. By passively sitting too long in front of

the computer screen, both their eyesight and physique suffer.

Obviously , the Away from Net-bars Campaign is an activity that is

worth advocating and it merits other schools’ reference 六 Online

Education 1.目前网络教育形成热潮 2.我认为这股热潮的的原



因是⋯⋯ 3.我对网络教育的评价 Being online is no longer

something strange in our life. To some degree, it has become part of

our daily life. We can do a lot of things online, such as searching for

information and communicating with friends far and near. But

recently another helpful online activity has become very “in”.

That is online education. Why could online education be so popular

within such a short period of time? Among other reasons, the quick

development of the internet should be an essential one, which makes

all our dreams of attending class in the distance possible. Another

underlying reason is the quick development of both society and

technology. Today ,modern science and technology is developing

with lightening speed. To catch up with this development we all feel

an urgent and strong desire to study. However , due to the great pace

of modern society , many people are too busy to study full time at

school. Online education just comes to their aid. Personally , I

appreciate this new form of education. It’s indeed a helpful

complement to the traditional educational means. It can provide

different learners with more flexible and versatile ways of learning.

Most of all ,with online education, we can sick to our jobs and at the

same time study and absorb the latest knowledge. 100Test 下载频道
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